SOUTH AFRICA INCENTIVE

TERRA NOVA – FAST FACTS


Terra Nova is a well-known successful Destination Management Company with over 16 years experience in Incentives, Meetings
and Special Interest Groups.



Our office with 12 employees is located in Roodebloem Road, Woodstock. We also have Terra Nova Namibia located in
Swakopmund with 3 employees.



Our personnel are able to converse in English, Afrikaans, German and Spanish



We are able to produce proposals and costings in English, German and Spanish



Our Key markets include mainly European Countries: Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Austria, Spain, Poland, Bulgaria, Netherlands
and UK.



Terra Nova are members of SITE, SAACI and SATSA.



Terra Nova are winners of a SITE Crystal Award.



We are dedicated to working with community projects both through business and in our personal capacities.

OVERVIEW
NEGOTIATING POWER:
We maintain an extremely good relationship with our suppliers and it is of the utmost importance that all our staff treat them with the respect that
they deserve. We will negotiate every rate with each supplier in order to offer our client the very best prices. We will however not compromise on
standard of service, quality of the product and safety. We are happy to motivate and clarify each cost and are happy to provide our clients with
transparent quotes. Our clients benefit from our detailed know-how, our excellent contacts and a strong network of professional service providers.
We review the quality standards of our service providers regularly to ensure first class products. We will negotiate until we feel satisfied that both
parties have a good deal thus keeping a good relationship with both our suppliers and clients.
WORKING WITH YOUR TEAM:
Your clients programmes are as important to us as they are to you. Our team will make every effort to support and assist your team wherever we can.
We are at your disposal in every area and are happy to work as many hours as it takes to get the job done. We are not afraid of hard work and
embrace every challenge. Regardless of whether the job at hand falls under our services or not – we will still assist and help carry the load wherever
required. You can depend on us as an extension of your team as opposed to just a supplier.
WHAT SETS US APART FROM OUR COMPETITORS:
After 16 years in operation, we are still excited to welcome visitors to our shores. We are very proud of our Country as a destination and make it our
responsibility to be good ambassadors and ensure every visitor leaves with a great impression. We are aware of the costs involved to host a
conference and we make every possible effort to ensure that our role is taken seriously. We not only assist and support our clients team but each and
every delegate that requires our assistance. We are reliable, punctual and trustworthy. We are professional, innovative and offer great attention to
detail, as we know that little things often make a big difference. We are not in the habit of passing blame but rather of finding good solutions to any
problems that may occur. We ensure that our clients are kept informed at all times of our service.
We are extremely positive and energetic and would love to work with you to make your programmes a success.
Debbie De Villiers
DIRECTOR

JOHANNESBURG, PILANESBERG & CAPE TOWN ON THE MAP:

PILANESBERG NATIONAL PARK
JOHANNESBURG

CAPE TOWN

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5

DAY 6

DAY 7

DAY 8

BREAKFAST

Arrival in
Johannesburg

Breakfast at
Hotel

Breakfast at
Camp

Breakfast at
hotel

Breakfast at
Hotel

Breakfast at
Hotel

Breakfast at
Hotel

Breakfast at
Hotel

MORNING
ACTIVITIES

Transfer to the
Westcliff

Transfer to
Pilanesberg
Nationl Park

AM Safari

AM Safari

Robben Island

Cape of Good
Hope

Cape
Winelands

Morning
Township Visit

Private Charter
Flight to Cape
Town

Interactive City
Walk.

Activities at
Rheebokskloof:

Table Mountain
Reception with
Entertainment

 Quadboking
 Horseriding
 Mountain
Biking

Welcome
Reception

Traditional
Welcome at
Allianz Mobile
Tented Camp

Optional:
 Hot Air Balloon
 Bush Walk
 Quad Biking
 Archery
 Art Lesson
 Ndebele
Beading Spa
Treatment

LUNCH

Brunch or Lunch
with Local Choir
Welcome

Lunch at Camp

Lunch at Camp

Light Lunch on
board flight

Light Lunch on
Table Mountain

AFTERNOON
ACTIVITIES

Cultural Soweto
Interaction:
 Mandela
House
 Theatre
 Art Gallery

Afternoon Safari

Afternoon Safari

Welcome
reception at
hotel
Afternoon at
leisure in the
Waterfront

DINNER

SA Jazz Dinner
The Orbit

African Traders
Dinner
with Local
Entertainment

Out of Africa All
White Dinner
with Local
Entertainment

Dinner at
Harbour House Waterfront

Dinner at
Catharina’s –
Steenberg Wine
Estate

OVERNIGHT

4 SEASONS
WESTCLIFF

HAYWARDS
MOBILE CAMP

HAYWARDS
MOBILE CAMP

ONE AND ONLY

ONE AND ONLY

Picnic Lunch at
Cape Point with
Soft Beach
Activities

Picnic or seated
lunch at
Rheebokskloof

Lunch in Msanzi
Restaurant in
Langa with
Marimba Band

Power Boats to
Simonstown

Activities
Continue

Optional:
Soccer Match
with Locals
Transfer to
Airport

Option 1:
Shimmy Club
Option 2:
Gold

Gala Dinner
with
entertainment

International
flight home

ONE AND ONLY

ONE AND ONLY

Swim with the
Penguins at
Boulders Beach

4 SEASONS HOTEL WESTCLIFF
Category:

5 star

Rooms:

117

Chain:

4 Seasons

Web Site:

http://www.fourseasons.com/johannesburg

Location:

An iconic hotel reborn, the new Four Seasons Hotel The Westcliff, Johannesburg, is a stylish urban resort. Elevated on a
hillside with panoramic views across the Johannesburg Zoo and the prestigious neighbourhoods of The Parks, the Hotel is
still conveniently close to business, culture, shopping and leisure activities.

Description: Four Seasons Hotel The Westcliff, Johannesburg, welcomes you to a chic urban resort. With 117 guest rooms and suites,
the design resembles a hillside village woven with courtyards, fountains and gardens. Five modern venues for dining and
drinks create a vibrant social scene. Combining a brand-new destination spa, two swimming pools and nearby golf, Four
Seasons The Westcliff defines Johannesburg’s best luxury hotel stay. Fully renovated and transformed for a luxurious new
experience, the 117 extra-spacious guest rooms and suites of Four Seasons Hotel The Westcliff, Johannesburg, feature
cool, contemporary décor inspired by modern Africa. Most of these five-star Johannesburg accommodations open to a
garden terrace or balcony, furnished for outdoor dining or lounging. Views focus on the gardens, courtyards and the city’s
dense canopy of trees stretching off to the horizon.
Services:

Relax and recharge in our two luxury pools as well as our state-of-the-art Health Club. With a lively, buzzing atmosphere,
the five modern restaurants, bars and lounges at Four Seasons Hotel The Westcliff, Johannesburg, provide a
vibrant fine dining atmosphere for every occasion – from breakfast to late-night cocktails.

Check-In:

14h00 on arrival day

Check-Out:

11h00 on departure day

IMAGES 4 SEASONS HOTEL WESTCLIFF

DAY 1 – ARRIVAL IN JOHANNESBURG
Arrival in Johannesburg – Welcome to South Africa!
On arrival in Johannesburg guests are welcomed by local Italian Tour Guides and assisted to waiting coaches. We depart from the airport
for our 30 minute transfer to the Four Seasons – Westcliff Hotel.
On arrival guests will be welcomed by a local African Choir, a non – alcoholic welcome drink and warm towel before being escorted to
the Rose garden for a delicious Lunch. During lunch a 5 piece easy listen band entertains.
Recommended Band: Chilli & Lime/ Hailed as The "Jazz Maestros", Chilli & Lime is a vibrant young jazz band that has firmly established
itself on the South African jazz scene. Since their inception in 2006, Chilli & Lime has performed alongside great South African artists,
including Mango Groove and Judith Sephuma. The line-up includes Johannesburg’s finest talent performing traditional jazz,
Latin, Funk and African favourites
Check in and time at leisure to refresh.
We depart the hotel at 16h00 for a visit to Soweto. Travelling Time: Approx 30 minutes
A visit to Soweto is an experience that will open your eyes to the way the greater part of Johannesburg’s population are living as well as
insights into the past and present of township life and culture. Despite difficult circumstances and poor living conditions, you will
experience the vibrancy and spirit of the South African people. Soweto may sound like an African name, but the word is actually a simple
acronym for "South Western Townships", a product of segregationist planning. This experience gives you the opportunity to gain a new
perspective and personal insight into the largest township in South Africa. We meet a range of creative minds, including artists, actors,
and musicians.
Highlights include The Soweto Theatre where guests will enjoy a short act, Eyethu Art Centre, where they will meet a local Street Artist
and Nelson Mandela House, where they will receive a short talk by a representative from the Nelson Mandela Foundation. The group will
split into 3 and enjoy a short visit and a personal welcome or special act.

IMAGES VIBRANT SOWETO

IMAGES VIBRANT SOWETO

DAY 1 – SOUTH AFRICAN JAZZ EVENING AT ORBIT NIGHTCLUB
We depart Soweto and travel 20 – 30 minutes to The Orbit for an evening of Local Jazz and good food.
On arrival, guests enjoy a pre dinner drink on the lower level with canapés. Easy listening entertainment is provided by a Jazz Pianist
The Orbit concept finds its roots and spirit in a small Jazz Social Club established in Johannesburg, in the early 2000’s which presented an
intimate environment where musicians and jazz aficionados would hang around to listen to occasional live music and recordings till late at
night around a drink. The club moved to Braamfontein, a booming and dynamic part of town, the partners developed a concept that
would lead the way in offering the best possible creative expression platform for jazz musicians in Johannesburg.

During this dinner, guests will learn about the importance and history of African Jazz and will enjoy 2 sets from a local Jazz Band
accompanied by local Jazz Musician Judith Sephuma
A three course dinner will be served.
Transfer back to the hotel after dinner. Transfer Time: 10 Minutes

IMAGES ORBIT JAZZ CLUB

HAYWARDS LUXURY CAMP & PILANESBERG NATIONAL PARK OVERVIEW
Hayward’s is a 5 Star graded full service mobile tented camp facility (uniquely, the only one as yet in Africa) and therefore is fully
equipped with all weather themed dining tents and comfort areas for your group exclusively.
Each camp is outfitted with full functionality, complete with kitchens, cloakrooms and pre – dinner sundown areas. Each camp produced
is personally run by an executive management team under the on-site leadership of the founder, Mr Peter Hayward.
A superb internationally acclaimed chef team supported by silver service trained waiters, guides and hostesses ensures that service
levels are beyond exemplary. For guest comfort we have also included a Safari Club Tent, complete with a cigar lounge, library and
cocktail bar. This facility serves as a rain plan on arrival.

This event, epitomizes an era of exploration, adventure and unequalled expedition style comfort. Dependent on many variations
between location and requested activities, camp sites are suggested that match the majority of each client’s request.
SAFARI CAMP LOCATION: Pilanesberg National Park (Malaria Free)
The crater of a long extinct volcano is the setting of Pilanesberg National Park – a fascinating alkaline complex produced by volcanic
eruptions some 1300 million years ago. Unlike any other large park, unique overlaps of mammals, birds and vegetation occur because of
this transition zone. Springbok, brown hyena, the red eyed bulbul, and camel thorn trees usually found in arid areas are found
cohabitation with moist-area-limited impala, black eyed bulbul and Cape chestnut trees. The colorful hues, varied habitats and
panoramas will delight and the park ranks among the largest of the national parks in South Africa (it is in fact the fourth largest park) and
covers an area of 55 000 hectare.
The beauty of Pilanesberg is reflected in a large central lake, the Mankwe Dam. Over time, wind and water have carved a spectacular
landscape with rocky outcrops, open grasslands, wooded valleys and thickets. An abundance of wild life proliferate in 580 km of diverse
and arresting bushveld terrain. The park is home to healthy populations of lion, leopard, black and white rhino, elephant and buffalo –
Africa’s “Big Five”. A wide variety of rare and common species exist with endemic species like the nocturnal brown hyena, the fleet-footed
cheetah, the majestic sable, as well as giraffe, zebra, hippo and crocodile, to mention but a few. Bird watching is excellent with over 300
species recorded.

IMAGES CAMP OVERVIEW

IMAGES CAMP OVERVIEW

IMAGES CAMP OVERVIEW

DAY 1 – LUXURY CAMP AT THE PILANESBERG NATIONAL PARK
Breakfast at the hotel.
Check out and depart from the hotel and transfer by road to the Pilanesberg National Park. Travelling time : Approx. 2,5 – 3 hours.
Local snacks and softdrinks will be served on board.
On arrival, Guests are met by Askari (spear carrying camp guards) and Level 4 Big 5 Walking Guides, and set off on an amble through the
foothills to camp. En route guests encounter a waiters appearing from nowhere to serve the infamous safari welcome cocktail – the
Dhawa, pure magic and ideal for settling bush wary nerves.
On the outskirts of the camp itself guests are treated to a customary royal African hand wash ceremony, before being shown to their
tents.
A buffet lunch is served in the dining room.
Time at leisure to relax and explore the camp.
We meet for refreshments in the late afternoon before setting off into the reserve with your Ranger.
At around 3:30pm, everyone gathers for a decadent high tea, before heading out with your ranger for the afternoon game drive through
the reserve.
En route, you’ll stop for a sundowner drink and will have a chance to stretch your legs as you watch the sun set over the distant peaks of
the Drakensberg mountains.
As darkness descends we enjoy a night drive before returning to the lodge to refresh before dinner.

IMAGES CAMP ARRIVAL

IMAGES ACCOMMODATION
The Classic Hemingway Expedition Camp
(Max 70 Tents)
 Three quarter beds, crisp cream cotton bed linen.

 Copper bedside tables, gas lit in both bathroom and bedroom,
 Blankets and hot water bottles in cold weather
 Covered veranda with chairs to allow a private area outside of
your tent
 Luggage rack in the room for your luggage
 En-suite shower room, lavishly decorated with copper basins,
mirrors, gas lamps,
 offering the finest organic soaps and body lotions
 Fresh Towels will be provided daily
 A flush portable chemical toilet
 Chocolates on pillows at turn down each evening
 Actual tent size is 7m x 3m.

IMAGES ACCOMMODATION
The Classic Presidential Exploration Camp
(Max 30 Tents)
 Double beds, crisp cream cotton bed linen,
 Butler bedside tables, gas lit in both bathroom and bedroom,
 Blankets and hot water bottles in cold weather.
 Enclosed veranda with chairs to allow a private area inside of
your tent.
 2 x Luggage racks in the room for your luggage.
 En-suite shower room lavishly decorated with copper basins,
mirrors, gas lamps,
 offering the finest organic soaps and body lotions.
 Fresh Towels will be provided daily
 A flush portable chemical toilet
 Chocolates on pillows at turn down each evening.
 Actual tent size is 8m x 4m.

IMAGES SAFARI

DAY 2: AFRICAN TRADERS DINNER
With the last embers of the setting sun fading to the distant howl of jackal and hyena, fires are lit and pre-dinner cocktails are served.
As darkness descends, the sound of African drums is heard and on arrival at a special area set in the bush, guests are greeted by Ndebele
Singers. Welcome drinks are served before being seated at tables forming a semicircle around the central bonfire, which have been
decorated African style. During cocktails Ndebele ladies perform.
Optional: African Drum Circle - Africa is the drum continent of the world and amongst ethnic Africans, drumming has always been the
most fundamental group activity for communication and community. The power of drumming together will awaken the energy, passion
and enthusiasm of the group and the spirit drumming together creates bonding and well being!
Guests are invited to an African Traders dinner, and an array of delectable safari tastes are served throughout the evening.
During Dinner an Marimba Band performs. The marimba instrument itself has a striking appearance, and the range of sounds it is
capable of producing are rich and uniquely beautiful, especially when accompanied by powerful voices of Africa
Butlers and Guides escort guests with torch light to their tented bedrooms.

IMAGES DINNER

DAY 2 – PILANESBERG NATIONAL PARK
The day starts with an early wake-up call between 5am and 5:30am. Tea, coffee and rusks are enjoyed together before heading out at
first light.
Optional: Guests enjoy a 1 hour Hot Air Balloon Safari over the Pilanesburg National park as the sun rises. If you’re going to do it – do it
in unassailable style. Its sunrise, the silence of flight is punctuated only by the occasional blast of the powerful burners and the faint call
of a bird or animal far beneath. The thrill is indescribable.
On the return to the camp, a hearty breakfast is enjoyed in the lodge dining room. After breakfast take a nature walk with your Ranger,
relax around the pool or enjoy a spa treatment or one of the many activities the lodge has on offer for your account.
Optional Activities:







Bush Walk
Quad Bike Ride
Archery
Spa Treatments
Art Lesson
Ndebele Beading

on site
not on site
not on site
on site
on site
on site

2 hours
2 Hours – 1 Hour ride – 1 hour transfer time / return
2 Hours – 1 Hour ride – 1 hour transfer time / return
as per treatment
2 Hours
2 Hours

Lunch is served at your leisure.
In the late afternoon guests head out for the evening safari.
This evening guests are encouraged to dress in white for the colonial evening.
As a backdrop and for pre-dinner entertainment, a world class pianist can fill the air with music. Oysters and champagne can be served
around the fireside for a sense of decadence! Each glass can be sprinkled with cubic zirconias, with one lucky person winning a real
sparkling diamond!
A delicious 4 course dinner is served whilst guests enjoy the gentle sounds of a 3 piece Band with Penny Whistle

IMAGES BALLOON SAFARI

IMAGES ACTIVITIES

IMAGES SAFARI

IMAGES ALL WHITE DINNER

HOTEL OPTION: ONE AND ONLY CAPE TOWN – 5 STAR
Category:

5 Star

Rooms:

91 rooms and 41 suites

Hotel group:

One & Only

Web Site:

http://capetown.oneandonlyresorts.com

Description:
In the heart of Cape Town’s picturesque Victoria & Alfred Waterfront, this contemporary urban resort embodies a chic island design and
African flair. The crescent-shaped architecture of the seven-storey Marina Rise allows for splendid views of Table Mountain and Signal
Hill. Two lushly landscaped private islands in the centre of the waterway provide a haven of serenity for Islands Suites and Spa.

Location:
One & Only is situated at the heart of the city’s working harbour within the fashionable Victoria & Alfred Waterfront. Approximately 25
minutes (22 kilometers) from Cape Town International Airport; transfers available by taxi, limousine or helicopter.
Facilities:
Spa & Fitness: on its own private island in the centre of the waterway and includes a beauty centre, gymnasium, swimming pool,
wellness & yoga. Meeting facilities: including a ballroom and two smaller boardrooms. 24-hour personal butler service; Fresh fruit of
choice, delivered daily; Choice of cocktail snacks, delivered daily; Twice daily maid service; Nightly turndown service; Pillow selection
menu; Aromatherapy turndown menu.
Restaurants:
Nobu: Experience the sublime Japanese cuisine at the newest outpost of the acclaimed master chef Nobuyuki Matsuhisa.
Reubens: Reuben's serves deceptively simple, wholesome bistro fare, with fresh flavours, generous portions and beautifully plated
dishes.

IMAGES : ONE AND ONLY CAPE TOWN – 5 STAR

DAY 4 – WELCOME TO CAPE TOWN
Early morning safari followed by breakfast in the camp.
Check out around 10h00 and transfer to Pilanesberg Airport. Transfer Time : 30 Minutes
11h00

Charter flight departs for Cape Town (Flying Time – 2 hours, 15 mins – catering on board)

13h15

Arrival in Cape Town in the late afternoon.

Welcome to Cape Town
Dias called it the Cape of Storms. Drake said it was “the Fairest Cape in the whole circumference of the earth.” For first time visitors it is
love at first sight. Unpredictably moody, unbelievably serene - that’s Cape Town.
With its majestic Table Mountain backdrop, Cape Town is one of the most beautiful cities in the world…it is cosmopolitan, complex and
compelling where every day offers a multiple choice of enjoyment: new views, scenery that stretches beyond your imagination and a
colorful patchwork of cultures.
On arrival in Cape Town depart for a half-hour transfer to the waterfront and check in at the One and Only Hotel.
On arrival at the hotel, guests are offered a welcome drink and canapes in the bar lounge before checking in.
Afternoon is at leisure to enjoy exploring the Waterfront with its many attractions and shops

IMAGES CAPE TOWN WATERFRONT

DAY 4 - DINNER AT THE HARBOUR HOUSE
We meet in the hotel lobby and walk walk over
to Harbour House for dinner.
Harbour House is stylish without being stiff or
formal and is very much about fine dining in a
comfortable and relaxed environment. The
interior of the restaurant is elegant and simple,
a
quality
reflected
in
the
cuisine.
All meals are simply prepared, with an emphasis
on allowing the flavours of the fresh ingredients
to speak for themselves. The cuisine is
international with Mediterranean elements
underpinned by classic French methods.
Guests enjoy a superb 3 course meal in the
restaurant.

DAY 5 - ROBBEN ISLAND TOUR
Breakfast at the hotel.
We meet and transfer to the waterfront for a historical
trip to Robben Island.

Robben Island:
The tour to Robben Island is 3.5 hours long, including
the two half-hour ferry rides.
On arrival at Robben Island, guests embark on a fully
guided tour to South Africa’s famous World Heritage
Site where you’ll not only walk in the footsteps of
Nelson Mandela, but also tour the island’s rich fauna
and flora treasures, visit the lime quarry and see the
village where former warders lived.
For nearly 400 years, Robben Island, 12 kilometres from
Cape Town, was a place of banishment, exile, isolation
and imprisonment. It was here that rulers sent those
they regarded as political troublemakers, social outcasts
and the unwanted of society.
Return to the Waterfront and transfer to Table Mountain

DAY 5 – INTERACTIVE CITY WALK + TABLE MOUNTAIN
We then depart table Mountain where we will board the famous rotating Table Mountain Cableway to reach the summit of Cape Town’s
landmark. The mountain is sculpted from sandstone and it rises 1086 meters above the bay. Its flat summit measures nearly 3km from
end to end. It is home to approximately 1470 species of plants. The exhilarating ascent of Cape Town's Table Mountain is a must as it
provides breathtaking views over the city and its beaches.
The group are welcomed by African ladies with sparkling wine. While they enjoy a finger lunch whilst being entertained by a local all
male Acapalla Group.
Take a walk along the mountain‘s flat surface with your guide or at your leisure before descending in the cable car.
We transfer into Cape Town’s City Centre from where you will commence the walking tour (depending on the hotel and its location
guests will start walking from the hotel). The group will split into 4 smaller groups to enjoy a more intimate experience
The Company Garden’s: The Company's Garden is a green jewel in the heart of a vibrant, bustling metropolis that is the remaining half
of a fresh produce garden planted in the 1650s by the region's first European settlers. The South African Museum and Planetarium, The
National Arts Gallery and the extensive South African Cultural Museum and St. George's Cathedral all have doors that open onto the
Gardens. A figure from the past will tell the story of the first settlers to the Cape. (Italian Guide in Period Costume)
Green Market Square: You cannot visit Cape Town and not visit one of its oldest markets, set on a cobbled square between Short and
long Market Streets. This is where Capetonians have been buying their clothing, jewellery and crafts for years, and, whilst the face of the
market may have changed a little - African curios now predominate - there is still an exciting buzz as well as evidence of the city’s most
colourful and eccentric characters.
Bo Kaap: The name Bo-Kaap translates into "Above Cape". The area was previously called the ”Malay Quarter“ and used to house the
many slaves brought in, mainly from Java, in the 17th and 18th Centuries. A local resident will invite you into her home and offer a local
snack.

IMAGES WALKING TOUR AND SHOPPING

IMAGES TABLE MOUNTAIN AND CITY

DAY 5 – DINNER AT CATHARINAS
For dinner, guests transfer to a private wine estate for a spectacular gala dinner in the Constantia Valley, within the Cape Winelands.
As they leave the hotel beautiful classic cars are lined up outside ready to take guests on a journey back in time. The group can choose
the car they would like to travel in. In groups of 2 or 3 they set off with the owner / driver who gives them a short history of the car as
they embark on their scenic journey to dinner.
Catharina's Restaurant has been transformed into an absolutely stunning new look 90 seat restaurant. It has a contemporary look and
feel offering sweeping views of False Bay, the surrounding Steenberg Mountains and the verdant Steenberg vineyards. A beautiful
courtyard and a conservatory filled with lush plants and unusual water features add to the ambience.
The interior echoes its African roots with locally custom-made timber furniture and tactile fabrics in rich earthy tones.
Guests enjoy cocktail drinks and canapes on the lawns, whilst an African Choir Performs.
Guests move through to the private dining room of the estate top class restaurant Catharina’s which over looks the vineyards of
Steenberg Wine Estate. A touch of colour is introduced to the decor through the glassware and floral arrangements of South African
flowers.
Guests enjoy a 4 course set menu. Celebrated executive chef, Garth Almazan has created an exciting new menu focusing on
contemporary South African cuisine that’s bound to win raves.
Return to the hotel in the late evening.

IMAGES: DINNER AT CATHARINAS

DAY 6 – ADVENTURE AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
After breakfast in the hotel restaurant, we depart for Cape Point along the Atlantic Seaboard and the prestigious suburbs of Clifton and
Camps Bay, with their beautiful beaches.
Optional : Cape Point with Harley Davidson Motorcycles and Sidecars – chauffered
The drive continues over the scenic Chapman’s Peak Drive and onto Cape Point, where traditionally two marine ecosystems are said to
meet. Walk or take the "Funicular" up to Cape Point.
Guests are treated to fresh Oysters served to them by the Oyster King and Sparkling wine from a novetly dress worn by the Bubbly
Queen! In each glass of bubbly guests will find a sparkling surprise. One lucky person will not find a cubic zirconia but a Sparkling
Diamond!
The group will have an array of activities to choose from to truly experience the beauty of the Cape which will include:
There will also be volleyball nets, beach bats, frisbees, soccer and rugby balls and colourful floating tubes in the tidal pool for clients to
use at leisure or alternatively we can set up a volleyball competition.
For lunch guests enjoy a gourmet picnic lunch on Buffels beach with umbrellas, picnic blankets and cushions
Powerboats: 10 seater powerboats will pick clients up from the slipway, to take them to see Cape Point where they will hear about the
shipwrecks, ghost ships and sea monsters that have made this area so historically significant!
Guests depart by powerboat to Simonstown. From here we take a short coach trip to Boulder’s Beach which is a beach that adjoins a
sanctuary for the African Penguin living freely between the high rocks. We stop here – an excellent opportunity to take pictures and have
a swim with the penguins.
We return to the hotel around 17h30.

IMAGES ADVENTURE AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

IMAGES ADVENTURE AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

IMAGES OYSTER KING AND BUBBLY & SAFARI QUEEN
The Oyster King will regale you with tales of the oyster’s origin
– separate fact from myth, and put on a show when it comes to
cracking open these mystical bivalve molluscs. Even if you’re
not tempted to try, you’re sure to be entertained.
Questions and cajoling is encouraged from both sides, making it
a truly enjoyable interactive experience. Shucked and served au
naturel you have the option of adding a dash of Tabasco, a
dribble of lemon juice and a sprinkling of freshly ground black
pepper to spice up the plump, creamy oysters. All that’s left for
you to do is slurp them down!
The Bubbly Queens are the most beautiful in the land, quick to
charm and ready with a champagne flute at hand. The queens
are equipped with exquisitely designed belts holding 14
baseless champagne flutes so that they are able to move
through a crowd with grace and ease. The bubbly is flowing and
the guests are glowing, it’s an event they won’t forget.
South Africans just can’t resist biltong, and with good reason. This delicious meat treat is a filling snack that tickles your taste buds with
its spicy, smoky flavour. Biltong brings people together and the Biltong Queen is more than happy let you gather round and nibble on
delicious biltong and droewors. Of course she has a story or two to share with the group about South Africa’s favourite snack.

DAY 6 – DINNER SHIMMY BEACH CLUB
We meet and transfer to Shimmy Beach Club for Dinner
Shimmy Beach Club is Cape Town’s premier ocean-front dining and lifestyle venue. When you shimmy down to the spectacular location
fronting the harbour with its breath-taking backdrop of Cape Town’s iconic Table Mountain, one discovers a destination with endless
opportunity for luxury and indulgence. Enjoy a 3 Course set dinner, taste the numerous luxury drinks and cocktails, and imbibe
the sophisticated environment created.
Shimmy has a resident DJ on a Saturday night.
Optional: The VIP room is the ultimate setting for elite gatherings of VVIP’s. The venue is fully self contained with bar and lounge.
Shuttle departs at 02:00 AM.

SHIMMY
CLUB – POOLDECK
-

SHIMMY
CLUB – RESTAURANT
-

SHIMMY
CLUB – BEACH LOUNGE
-

SHIMMY
CLUB – VIP ROOM
-

DAY 6: OPTION 2 - DINNER AT GOLD RESTAURANT
For this Dinner, guests transfer to Gold Restaurant for an eclectic Pan-African experience in the heart of Cape Town.
Discover GOLD in Cape Town. From the moment you walk through the glass doors into the aged brick interior, with its ancient doors,
wooden beams and iron pillars, you will feel the heartbeat of a unique African restaurant in Cape Town. The group will be
accommodated in a beautiful dining area adorned with unique African décor.
Here, you will have a night of opulent feasting with a unique bouquet of live entertainment in a mystical African setting. Enjoy cuisine
from an African kitchen served by your magnificently adorned servers after explaining each dish and its African origin. Gold Restaurant
will take you on a taste safari from Cape Malay to African cuisine – from Cape Town to Timbuktu with a delightful selection if canapés
and finger foods.
On arrival you will be welcomed with a glass of sparkling wine with a special gold leave.
While you enjoy the vast variety of different dishes, you will be captivated as the live extravaganza takes place around your table. Tall,
graceful Mali puppets will captivate you as they dance with the singer, jump to the beat of the drum and swirl with the dancers.
You will experience South Africa in a truly unique display of singing, dancing and vibrant drumming. You will have the opportunity to
discover your African heartbeat.
Return to hotel after dinner by coach.
NOTE: Restaurant is not exclusive to the group.

IMAGES GOLD RESTAURANT

DAY 8 – EXPLORE THE BEAUTIFUL CAPE WINELANDS
Breakfast at Hotel
Check out in the late morning and transfer to Stellenbosch in the beautiful Cape Winelands. After a short walk through this quaint town,
we continue over the scenic Helshoogte pass to the town of Paarl where Rheebokskloof Wine Estate is located.
On arrival guests are welcomed and divinded into teams for a day of activities on the estate which include as follows:
Activity
A choice between
 Quad Tour
 Horseriding
 Mountain Biking
Activity 2:
Wine Activities : Tasting, Blending, Cork – uncork
Activity 3:
Archery Lessons
Guests will experince all 3 activities on offer. Each activity will last 1 hour with 2 activities before lunch and 1 after.
A delicious picnic or seated lunch is enjoyed next to the lake.
After lunch, we transfer back to the hotel.
Travelling Time: 45 – 55 Minutes

IMAGES CAPE WINELANDS
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DAY 7 – SOUTH AFRICA THROUGH A LENS - GALA DINNER
For dinner, guests transfer to a private estate for a spectacular gala dinner in the Devon Valley, Stellenbosch within the Cape Winelands.

Unobtrusively sculpted on the ridge of a hill, the gathering spaces are bathed in bright natural light and insulated by a living garden on
the roof. With extraordinary views from every angle, events come to life in this setting with a picture-perfect backdrop. From the
beautiful outdoor lawn, which overlooks the valley, to the bright and spacious venue that floats above the edge of a hill, Landtscap truly
gives meaning to a ‘sense of space’.
Guests enjoy cocktail drinks and canapés on the lawns, a local choir performs.
After pre dinner drinks guests move through to the dinner venue which is elegantly decorated with crystal chandeliers and modern
finishes, creating light and space which compliments the photographs all depicting typical South African wildlife photography and
famous SA icons. A touch of colour is introduced through the glassware and floral arrangements of South African flowers.
Guests enjoy a 3 Course dinner accompanied by fine South African Wines,
After main course, Sterling EQ one of the most sought after bands on South Africa’s entertainment circuits takes the stage and performs
a 40-minute set. This instrumental super group captivates audiences from all walks of life with their spectacular display of virtuosity
and their energetic stage presence, which together with their sleek appearance and stylish modern instruments, makes for an
unforgettable entertainment experience.
After dinner a well known South African DJ takes the stage and the party begins!
Return to the hotel at the end of the function.
Alternative Venue Options:
The Vue
City Location
Cape Town Club
City Location
Nasdak Venue
City Location

http://www.the-vue.com/#cc-m-7626871820
capetownclub.org.za
https://www.facebook.com/Media24-OPEN-495291215273/photos/?
tab=album&album_id=10156319106615274

DAY 7 – SOUTH AFRICA THROUGH A LENS - GALA DINNER
The old town hall is located in the Darling Street and is one of the landmarks of Cape Town. It was built in 1905 and is therefore
regarded as very young. Construction began in 1890, but because the building materials were imported mostly from United Kingdom,
the completion dragged on.
The architecture is an architectural mix of Italian Renaissance and British colonial. Especially the marble facade is very impressive. The
tower is 61 meters high and up to 1970 came there with 39 bells, the largest carillon in Africa. It is home to a concert hall and the city
library.
On arrival, Guests will be guided into the reception rooms where they will enjoy pre dinner drinks with roving entertainment.
A Gospel Choir will welcome guests into the ornamental concert hall of the building. Here elegantly decorated tables are set up in front
of a stage. The round tables were festively covered with floor length tablecloths, elegant chandeliers and African flowers.
A 4-course menu is served, completed by award winning South African wines.
The evening promises exceptional service, South African flavors, award-winning wines and a stylish ambience in the historical building.
An unforgettable experience!
During the dinner the four tenors move from Table to Table with special song to sing at each one (Alternatively on stage) . Then a wellknown band such as the Sterling EQ takes the stage and the party can begin!
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IMAGES – GALA DINNER AT THE CITY HALL

IMAGES – GALA DINNER IN THE CITY HALL

ENTERTAINMENT: GUGULETHU TENORS

ENTERTAINMENT: GOSPEL CHOIR

ENTERTAINMENT: STERLING EQ

DAY 8 - INVITATION TO LANGA TOWNSHIP
Breakfast in the hotel Restaurant.
After Breakfast, check out and transfer to Langa Township.

A visit to one of the many townships surrounding the city is an experience that will open your eyes to the way in which the biggest
portion of Cape Town's population is living. This visit is completely interactive and encompasses the history of the lives and
development of the disadvantaged communities in Cape Town.
During an informative tour, participants will learn more about the history of the informal settlements and the challenges their
inhabitants are faced with on a daily basis. You have the opportunity to interact and exchange cultural values with the local Langa
community (the oldest formal township) and be welcomed in the traditional African manner.We start at the historic street Harlem
Avenue, where we are welcomed with some refreshments, meet the family and will learn about the background of the township.
The group will split into 4 and embark on a walking tour of the neighbourhood. During this insightful visit, we visit St. Francis, a catholic
community centre, education centre and school. There will be an opportunity to talk to the locals and get to tell them about your
favourite sports. We continue to Guga S’thebe, a very interesting art & culture centre, where we enjoy a live local performances and
will get to know popular musicians and film artists and can get involved in workshops and community projects.
Optional: You will then be taken to Langas’ sport fields where you will learn all about the most popular sports in the townships and
famous sports legends. At the Sports Fields, Allianz rises to the challenge of a soccer match against the local “Harlem Street” Team as
their colleagues cheer them on!
We come together again at the family owned Mzansi restaurant where they enjoy a light lunch and will be entertained by a live
Marimba or Jazz band which will ensure that you will love the vibrancy of Cape Towns’ Townships.
Guests will have the opportunity to play Marimbas and learn to dance the “Pata Pata” .
Transfer to the airport for International flight to Europe

DAY 8 – INVITATION TO LANGA TOWNSHIP

Thank you for giving us the
opportunity to present our
Proposal and quotation.
We are able to accommodate
all budgets, so please let us
know if our offer does not suit
your budget as we are happy
to offer alternative options.

CONTACT:
Debbie De Villiers
Director
Tel :
+ 27 21 448 9965
Fax:
+ 27 21 448 7244
Mobile:
+ 27 82 412 7783
E-mail:
debbie@terra-nova.co.za
Web:
www.terra-nova.co.za

